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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Young, Marguerite
Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 2:17 PM
To: Eric Neville
Cc: Hill, Scott; Silva, Mark; David Ackerly; Michele Hammond; Kim Kersh; Ken-ichi Ueda; 

Cynthia Adkisson; Glen Schneider; Isabella Langone; Sierra Club SF Bay; Ric Santora
Subject: Re: Continued planting in Siesta Valley

Thank you for your letter Mr. Neville.  I’m sure that Scott and his crew will respond once they can address your 
questions. 

Best regards, 
Marguerite Young 
EBMUD Director Ward 3 
 
 
On Feb 2, 2021, at 9:01 AM, Eric Neville <oakdpw@eneville.com> wrote: 

CAUTION – This email came from outside of EBMUD. Do not open attachments or click on 
links in suspicious emails. 
 
Dear Director Young: 
 
I was surprised and deeply disappointed to discover that yet more plants have been added to 
undisturbed areas of Siesta Valley (evidence attached), despite being told unequivocally in July 
2019 that planting had ceased. 
 
As I brought to the attention of staff at that time, the addition of wildflowers to undisturbed areas 
of native vegetation is contrary to California Native Plant Society's conservation policy, 
 
Policy on Sowing of Wildflowers 
https://www.cnps.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/sowing-wildflowers.pdf 
 
I am concerned that the planting, which has involved at least hundreds of seedlings, has been 
presented as performed in the name of "restoration", while in fact effected as an ad hoc 
development of a trailside botanic garden. 
 
I am concerned that the District's choice to manage the area under the name "Skyline Gardens 
Project" is itself telling, misguided, and problematic, since from the outset it encourages 
expectations and practices directed more to curate horticulturally than "to preserve and protect 
the environment for future generations," as set forth in the Mission Statement, the District's 
covenant with the public, whose land it stewards. 
 
As I pointed out previously, it is fundamentally ill-conceived for the District to add plants to an 
area already identified — by survey under the District's own authority no less — as the most 
botanically diverse in the region. 
 
I am concerned that the planting exhibits a lack of holistic understanding of the state of ecologies 
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and nature preservation regionally, that it is not scientifically informed nor conducted, and that it 
is not being carried out in a forthright and transparent manner. 
 
I was told that staff from the University of California at Berkeley "have been consulted and are 
actively participating in the Skyline Gardens Project."  However, when I met on site with District 
staff in July 2019 and asked for names of individuals, I was told names were being withheld on 
account of "confidential consultation involving CNPS [California Native Plant Society]", with 
insistence that persons included were "people high up in the [Jepson] Herbarium."  Such secrecy 
is not defensible for public land management.  I now ask again, who specifically at UC 
Berkeley?  I hope I need not elaborate on the hazards posed to a republic by convenient disregard 
for truth and evidence; as by accepting the idea that government may manage public resources 
according to methods that it claims proper but without providing specific support, such as with 
assertions of endorsement by secret experts (let alone secret academics, at a public institution no 
less). 
 
 
What is the total number of plants added to Siesta Valley since 2015, itemized by species? 
 
What is the number added since July 2019, when I was told there would be no more plantings? 
 
Who exactly at UC Berkeley is aware of the planting program, including these numbers, and 
endorses such? 
 
Noting from the District's East Bay Watershed Master Plan [EBWMP] that "the District is 
committed to preserving and protecting the natural resources," and that "[b]ecause these lands 
have been largely protected from development and human disturbance, they support important 
and high quality habitats", how specifically does a planting program at Siesta Valley comport 
with the EBWMP? 
 
What are the current plans for planting? 
 
What are the monitoring programs in place for plants already added? 
 
What are the standards and criteria for addition of plants? 
 
When, if ever, is the addition of plants to Siesta Valley projected to be complete? 
 
 
Per the California Public Records Act, please provide copies of all documents related to planting 
in Siesta Valley since 2015, including (but not limited to) those proposing, approving, and/or 
reporting planting (by seed, seedling, or otherwise), including associated maps. 
 
Respectfully, 
Eric Neville 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Hill, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 12:21 PM
To: Glen Schneider
Cc: Silva, Mark; Cynthia Adkisson
Subject: RE: Focus area for CNPS report in prep for July 15 site visit

Glen,  
 Yes, we figured this may come up.  Thanks for the additional information. 
Scott 
 
Scott Hill 
Manager of Watershed & Recreation 
East Bay Municipal Utility District 
(510)287-2023 
 
From: Glen Schneider [mailto   
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 11:58 AM 
To: Hill, Scott 
Cc: Silva, Mark; Cynthia Adkisson 
Subject: Focus area for CNPS report in prep for July 15 site visit 
 

CAUTION – This email came from outside of EBMUD. Do not open attachments or click on links in suspicious emails.  

 

Hi Scott, 
 
In regards to Eric's email of today, asking about other plantings in the project area, the scope of our CNPS 
report is  Skyline Trail trailside plantings between the Water Tank gate and Steam Trains gate.  That's the focus 
area of our site visit on the 15th. 
 
The other plantings noted in Eric's email today were all done off trail, primarily along the Barberry Ridge area, 
southeast of the Water Tank. These are outside the scope of Monday's site visit, and since they are off-trail, this 
information is not available to the public, as per EBMUD policy. 
 
The Baby blue eyes (Nemophila menziesii) Eric noted were field transplants from within the project area - four 
seedlings.  As to public documentation of this species on EBMUD Watershed in the Siesta Valley area, Dianne 
Lake and Chris Thayer have a record on Calflora of a population on Eureka Peak, on EBMUD land (see 
attached screenshot).  
 
I hope this clears up the questions Eric has raised.  
 
I'll leave it up to your best judgement as to how to respond.   
 
Let me know if you need anything more from me. 
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Best, 
 
Glen 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Hill, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 4:00 PM
To: oakdpw@eneville.com; Michele Hammond (MHammond@ebparks.org); Glen 

Schneider ; adkisson1 ( ); Silva, Mark
Subject: FW: Info packet for Skyline Trail site visit, July 15, 2pm
Attachments: 2A Geologic cross section Berk Hills.pdf; Skyline Trail plantings – background, map, and 

species list July 9 2019.docx; 1  What is Ecological Restoration.pdf; 2B Characteristics of 
Soils in the Berkeley hills.pdf; 2C Contra Costa County, Mean Seasonal Isohyets 
(rainfall).pdf; 3 Bringing Back the Bush p. 26.pdf; 5 Plant lists for Skylne Trail 
plantings.pdf; 4 Map of Skline Trail Plantings July, 2019.png

Dear July 15 site visitors, 
 
We are looking forward to a productive site visit to view planting sites on the Skyline Trail on Watershed 
land.  Cynthia Adkisson will be joining us as part the Skyline Gardens project. 
 
Attached, please find Glen’s cover letter, "Skyline Trail plantings – background, map, and species list July 9 
2019."  This contains an overview of Ecological Restoration; notes on the local area; methods; a map of 
trailside planting sites; notes on each site; and, a list of species and numbers planted at each site. 
 
This cover letter refers to these attachments: 
 
1. What is Ecological Restoration? (Society for Ecological Restoration - SER) 
 
2. Notes on the High Ridge Volcanic Zone: 
 
  2 A. Geologic cross section Berk hills 
  2 B. Characteristics of soils in Berkeley Hills 
  2 C. Contra Costa County, Mean Seasonal Isohyets (rainfall) 
 
3. Bringing Back the Bush, by Jean Bradley, page 26 
 
4. Map of Skyline Trail Plantings July, 2019 
 
5. Plant lists for Skyline Trail plantings.pdf 
 
Best to all, 
 
Scott 
 
Scott Hill 
Manager of Watershed & Recreation 
East Bay Municipal Utility District 
(510)287-2023 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Glen Schneider <
Sent: Monday, July 8, 2019 3:29 PM
To: Hill, Scott
Cc: Cynthia Adkisson; Silva, Mark
Subject: Draft of info packet for July 15 site visit
Attachments: 1  What is Ecological Restoration.pdf; 2A Geologic cross section Berk Hills.pdf; 2B 

Characteristics of Soils in the Berkeley hills.pdf; 2C Contra Costa County, Mean 
Seasonal Isohyets (rainfall).pdf; 3 Bringing Back the Bush p. 26.pdf; 5 Plant lists for 
Skylne Trail plantings.pdf; 4 Map of Skline Trail Plantings July, 2019.png; Draft cover 
letter Skyline Trail Plantings July 15 visit.docx

CAUTION – This email came from outside of EBMUD. Do not open attachments or click on links in suspicious emails.  

 

Hi Scott, 
 
Here's a draft to look over.  There's a number of attachments, numbered to match the proposed email. 
 
Here's how I would envision the email coming from you (or me?) 
 
How's tomorrow morning look for a time to check in? 
 
Glen 
 
******* 
 
"Dear July 15 site visitors, 
 
We are looking forward to a productive site visit to view planting sites along the Skyline Trail on Watershed 
land. 
 
Attached, please find a cover letter from Glen Schneider of the Skyline Gardens Project containing notes on 
Ecological Restoration, planting map, site notes, and lists and numbers of species planted. 
 
This cover letter comes with these attachments: 
 
1. What is Ecological Restoration (Society for Ecological Restoration) 
 
2. Notes on High Ridge Volcanic zone: 
 
    2 A. Geologic cross section Berk hills 
  2 B. Characteristics of soils in Berkeley Hills 
  2 C. Contra Costa County, Mean Seasonal Isohyets (rainfall) 
 
3. Bringing Back the Bush, page 26 
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4. Map of Skyline Trail Plantings July, 2019 
 
5. Plant lists for Skyline Trail plantings.pdf 
 
See you all on July 15, 2pm, Siesta Gate. 
 
Scott 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Hill, Scott
Sent: Friday, July 5, 2019 4:40 PM
To: Eric Neville
Cc: Young, Marguerite; Silva, Mark; California Native Plant Society; David Ackerly; Acosta, 

Laura; Kim Kersh; Michele Hammond; MATTHEW GRAUL; Ric Santora; Glen Schneider
Subject: RE: Keeping nature in Siesta Valley

Dear Mr. Neville, 
 
I look forward to meeting you on 15 July.  Hopefully we'll be able to resolve this matter.  I will defer to CNPS 
regarding maps and planting locations. 
 
Best, 
Scott         
 
Scott Hill 
Manager of Watershed & Recreation 
East Bay Municipal Utility District 
(510)287-2023 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Eric Neville [mailto:oakdpw@eneville.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 05, 2019 4:01 PM 
To: Hill, Scott 
Cc: Young, Marguerite; Silva, Mark; California Native Plant Society; David Ackerly; Acosta, Laura; Kim 
Kersh; Michele Hammond; Matthew Graul; Ric Santora; Glen Schneider 
Subject: Re: Keeping nature in Siesta Valley 
 
CAUTION – This email came from outside of EBMUD. Do not open attachments or click on links in 
suspicious emails. 
 
Dear Mangaer Hill, 
 
I accept the invitation to a site visit.  I certainly hope we do share the same goals, and I have yet to find anything 
in the Watershed Master Plan to indicate otherwise.  The most important thing, this being a matter of public 
policy, is that institutional statements be consistent with what is actually happening, and meeting on site would 
seem the fastest way to advance that.  We will be joined by EBRPD Botanist Michele Hammond. 
 
Please observe that, as noted multiple times already, adding plants does not adhere to the Bradley method.  
Even the summary of the Bradley method, most recently provided by EBMUD and attached again here, quotes, 
"We regenerate [native vegetation] by using methods that give us the most effective kill of weeds and the most 
bountiful growth of natives; that is, by skilful manual weeding." 
 
Please provide a list and map of the added plant species, so that such data can be properly studied prior to 
valuable time in the field.  Any plans regarding future planting would be similarly helpful.  Information on the 
nursery practices used would also be helpful.  I am concerned about characterizing the addition of hundreds of 
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plants as "limited", but the specific numbers can speak for themselves.  Contrary to EBMUD assurances, I must 
note that I personally have witnessed the addition of at least one species from outside the project area, as 
complete and accurate planting data will verify for the record.  Please find attached an illustration of the sort of 
assessment and data that one would expect in accompaniment of a science-based project. 
 
The Watershed Master Plan references a Natural Resources Inventory, and provision of a copy would be 
helpful. 
 
Certainly, answers to the questions asked in my previous email would aid productivity of discussion in the field. 
Particularly, the names of the UC Berkeley faculty who are aware and endorsing of the planting would be 
crucial, so that they may be consulted beforehand and their notes referenced on site, in case they are unable to 
join the field trip in person. 
 
Respectfully, 
Eric Neville 
 
 
 
Date:  2019-06-14 16:03:00 
From: Hill, Scott <scott.hill@ebmud.com> 
To: Eric Neville <oakdpw@eneville.com> 
CC: Marguerite Young <marguerite.young@ebmud.com>, Silva, Mark <mark.silva@ebmud.com>, California 
Native Plant Society <cnps@cnps.org>, David Ackerly <dackerly@berkeley.edu>, Acosta, Laura 
<laura.acosta@ebmud.com> 
Subject: RE: Keeping nature in Siesta Valley  >> 
> Dear Mr. Neville, 
>  
> Thanks for your thoughts and concerns about EBMUD watershed lands.  
> Mark has told me how much you love and care about the Skyline Trail  
> area, and in this, I believe we all share the same goals. 
>  
> EBMUD continues to preserve the natural wildness and enhance the  
> biodiversity of the greater Siesta Valley area through active  
> management of the botanical resources and careful coordination with  
> other resource management programs. The Skyline Gardens Project is an  
> all -volunteer restoration project that conducts restoration  
> activities in accordance with EBMUD and CNPS principles. The project  
> area is EBMUD Watershed land between Tilden and Sibley Parks, with a  
> special focus on the Skyline Trail corridor. The Project works  
> collaboratively with District staff to ensure that work is conducted  
> in an appropriate manner, and furthers the goals of the EBMUD Watershed Master Plan. 
>  
> The basic restoration approach is to remove invasive plants and  
> encourage natural increase of native plants, starting with areas of  
> high native diversity and working outward into areas more heavily  
> colonized by invasives. The Project has done limited plantings in two situations. 
> In areas where the trail bed was reconstructed and bare ground was  
> exposed, we have re-vegetated with field divisions and seedlings of  
> local native species, all collected within the project area. In select  
> cases, the project seeks to increase populations of locally rare and  
> significant native species to sustainable numbers and locations. This  
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> is done by direct seeding or planting small seedlings of select  
> species, using only locally collected seeds from the project area. 
>  
> To allay your concerns about introduced species, we can assure you  
> that the Project has not at any time introduced any plant species,  
> native or exotic, from outside the project area. All work is done  
> consistent with "best practices" for habitat restoration, of which the  
> Bradley Method is the primary tool used for the restoration work. For  
> your reference, I have included a one page summary of the Bradley Method. 
>  
> My hope is that we can build some trust and understanding with you  
> around this important project. To that end, I would propose that  
> myself, Mark, and CNPS project leaders meet with you soon, on site. We  
> would inspect together the trailside restoration activities and do our  
> best to answer any questions and concerns you have about Project  
> goals, methods, species, numbers, and exact locations. 
> If this is good with you, could you let us know best times to meet? 
>  
> Hopefully, 
>  
> Scott Hill, etc. 
>  
> Scott Hill 
> Manager of Watershed & Recreation 
> East Bay Municipal Utility District 
> (510)287-2023 
>  
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Eric Neville [mailto:oakdpw@eneville.com] 
> Sent: Friday, June 07, 2019 12:41 PM 
> To: Hill, Scott 
> Cc: Young, Marguerite; Silva, Mark; California Native Plant Society;  
> David Ackerly 
> Subject: Re: Keeping nature in Siesta Valley 
>  
> CAUTION – This email came from outside of EBMUD. Do not open  
> attachments or click on links in suspicious emails. 
>  
> Dear Manager Hill, 
>  
> I am distressed that EBMUD's statements on this matter seem not to  
> align with the facts. EBMUD is representing that its addition of  
> plants to Siesta Valley adheres to the Bradley method of restoration;  
> moreover, it represents that UC Berkeley faculty are aware of and  
> endorse EBMUD's interpretation and action in this regard. 
>  
> However, the addition of plants is absolutely not consistent with the  
> Bradley method. As Joan Bradley herself wrote, "We do not propagate or  
> buy costly native plants, dig holes for them, stake and water them,  
> then tend them until they are established. Our native plants look  
> after themselves." Please note that her book, "Bringing back the bush:  
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> the Bradley method of bush regeneration", is publicly accessible at  
> the bioscience library at UC Berkeley, and is a short, easy read. The  
> essence of the method is to restore by weeding alone – careful,  
> restrained, patient weeding – because the native flora have a  
> regenerative vitality of their own, which should be minimally disturbed. 
>  
> Meanwhile, the public requires accurate and reliable information about  
> its public agencies. Today, we might be talking about the water  
> company, but tomorrow we might be talking about the fire department,  
> the Federal Reserve, or food safety. We all spend most of our time on  
> the public side of public agencies. If we, the public, do not have  
> accurate and reliable information about the operation of our public  
> agencies, we cannot effect public oversight, for ourselves, or for  
> those who will come after us. 
>  
> I am disturbed that EBMUD has added plants to the most botanically  
> diverse parts of the remarkably well-preserved Siesta Valley, counter  
> to logic. I am further concerned that its methods there are not  
> anchored in best practices, not supported by science. EBMUD needs to  
> be clear and honest, not least with itself, about what has happened  
> and how, lest history repeat. 
>  
> I therefore ask the following questions, on behalf of the public. 
>  
> Who at UC Berkeley is aware and endorsing of the planting in Siesta  
> Valley? Who interprets planting as being part of the Bradley method? 
> On what basis? 
>  
> Exactly how many plants have been added already? Of which species,  
> planted where? 
>  
> EBMUD states that it plans to both "preserve natural wildness" and  
> "enhance the biodiversity" in Siesta Valley. These goals seem to  
> conflict. How does EBMUD define these terms? How will it pursue both  
> simultaneously? How will it prioritize? 
>  
> For the plants added, how will their growth, propagation, and impact  
> be monitored and tracked in the years to come, to assess their  
> relation to the ecosystem and whether they meet goals to "enhance",  
> and particularly goals to "preserve"? 
>  
> How will EBMUD handle decisions to add plants in the future? What  
> standards and criteria will be used? Who will be consulted? 
>  
> Respectfully, 
> Eric Neville 
>  
>  
>  
> Date: 2019-05-31 16:28:26 
> From: Hill, Scott <scott.hill@ebmud.com> 
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> To: Eric Neville <oakdpw@eneville.com> 
> CC: Marguerite Young <marguerite.young@ebmud.com>, Silva, Mark  
> <mark.silva@ebmud.com>, California Native Plant Society  
> <cnps@cnps.org> 
> Subject: RE: Keeping nature in Siesta Valley  >>  > Dear Mr. Neville,   
> >  > Thanks again for your thoughts and questions about the skyline  
> Gardens  > Project. 
>  > Currently, the restoration at Skyline Gardens is being done  
> consistent  > with the Bradley Method, an established restoration methodology. 
>  > 
>  > Staff from UC Berkeley and students have been consulted and are  
> actively  > participating in the Skyline Gardens Project. 
>  > 
>  > Long term goals for Skyline Gardens are to preserve the natural  >  
> wildness, enhance the biodiversity, maintain an effective fuel break,   
> > while providing safe access trail for equestrians and hikers. 
>  > 
>  > Best, 
>  > 
>  > Scott Hill 
>  > Manager of Watershed & Recreation 
>  > East Bay Municipal Utility District  > (510)287-2023  >  >  
> -----Original Message-----  > From: Eric Neville  
> [mailto:oakdpw@eneville.com]  > Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2019 12:55 PM   
> > To: Hill, Scott  > Cc: Young, Marguerite; Silva, Mark; California  
> Native Plant Society  > Subject: Re: Keeping nature in Siesta Valley   
> >  > CAUTION – This email came from outside of EBMUD. Do not open  
> attachments  > or click on links in suspicious emails. 
>  > 
>  > Dear Manager Hill: 
>  > 
>  > Thank you for the invitation. I am already quite acquainted with  
> the  > Skyline Gardens project, as well as Glen Schneider who runs it.  
> He has  > invested a remarkable amount of energy into the area.  
> However, I write  > as a member of the public and EBMUD constituent,  
> concerned about the  > recent addition of hundreds of plants to Siesta  
> Valley, including  > locally new species, well beyond established  
> restoration methodology, as  > I said. I certainly have no interest in  
> getting into some sort of  > popularity contest with a heretofore  
> successful public-engagement  > project; I do, though, feel compelled  
> to address what we will be passing  > down to the next generations via  
> our management of lands held in public  > trust, as I labored to relate in my previous letter. 
>  > 
>  > Regarding Siesta Valley, has EBMUD engaged perspective from the  >  
> extensive local community of biology experts, such as from UC Berkeley? 
>  > For comparison, I have never seen planting on the same scale in  >  
> Huckleberry Botanic Regional Preserve, which is also a distinguished   
> > local gem of biodiversity, and which also involves a member from the   
> > California Native Plant Society. 
>  > 
>  > From a restoration perspective, there are very few spots around  
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> that  > were so fortunate to escape humanity's "better" intents from  
> the past as  > were the west slopes of Siesta Valley and Huckleberry,  
> and it makes  > sense to protect those as unadulterated benchmarks of  
> what local nature  > can be, to guide restoration in less-fortunate places. I believe Mr. 
>  > Schneider has described finding even more plant species in Siesta  
> Valley  > than have been found in Huckleberry. Does EBMUD plan to  
> continue adding  > locally new species to Siesta Valley? Does EBMUD  
> have a long-term plan  > for the area, specifying goals and methods? 
>  > 
>  > Respectfully, 
>  > Eric Neville 
>  > 
>  > 
>  > 
>  > Date: 2019-05-28 09:45:26 
>  > From: Hill, Scott <scott.hill@ebmud.com>  > To: Eric Neville  
> <oakdpw@eneville.com>  > CC: 
>  > Subject: Keeping nature in Siesta Valley  > >>  > > Dear Mr.  
> Neville,  > >  > > Thank you for contacting our Board of Directors to  
> express your concerns  > > over the Skyline Gardens Project.  Alex  
> Coate, our General Manager,  > > asked me to reply. 
>  > > 
>  > > The Skyline Gardens Project is a combination botanical survey and   
> > > restoration project in the Skyline Trail area of the  
> Oakland-Berkeley  > > Hills.  It is a goal of the East Bay Municipal  
> Utility District  > > (District) to maintain and enhance the  
> biological resource values on  > > District lands. One objective  
> identified in the East Bay Watershed  > > Management Plan to help  
> achieve this goal is to maintain, protect,  > > enhance, and where  
> feasible restore plant and animal communities,  > > populations, and  
> species.  Our Board members support the District’s  > > biodiversity  
> and ecological management goals and the Skyline Gardens  > > Project’s ongoing restoration efforts. 
>  > > 
>  > > In closing, I encourage you to volunteer and participate in the  
> Skyline  > > Gardens Project, and engage in the interactive  
> opportunity to share your  > > knowledge and passion of the natural  
> environment on this important  > > restoration project. 
>  > > 
>  > > Sincerely, 
>  > > 
>  > > Scott Hill 
>  > > 
>  > > Manager of Watershed & Recreation  > >  > > East Bay Municipal  
> Utility District  > >  > > (510)287-2023  > >  >  >  >  > Date:  
> 2019-05-24 06:04:15From: Eric Neville <oakdpw@eneville.com>  > To:  
> Marguerite Young <marguerite.young@ebmud.com>, Lesa R. Mcintosh  >  
> <lesa.mcintosh@ebmud.com>, John A. Coleman <john.coleman@ebmud.com>,   
> > Andy Katz <andy.katz@ebmud.com>, Doug Linney  
> <douglas.linney@ebmud.com>,  > William B. Patterson  
> <william.patterson@ebmud.com>, Frank Mellon  >  
> <frank.mellon@ebmud.com>  > CC: 
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>  > Subject: Keeping nature in Siesta Valley  > >>> Dear Director Young  
> and EBMUD Board of Directors: 
>  > > 
>  > > I was relieved to hear that EBMUD has decided to curtail a  
> project of  > > planting in Siesta Valley, though only after  
> installation of hundreds of  > > plants and the introduction of  
> locally new species, particularly along  > > the Bay Area Ridge Trail. 
>  > > 
>  > > My primary concern is the loss of nature, including the benefit  
> the  > > public gets in discovering a world bigger than what's  
> hammered down, in  > > discovering that our world is something not yet  
> fully known nor fully  > > controlled. That insight, including that  
> each of us has agency in this  > > world, is integral to the process  
> of developing a citizenry who take  > > responsibility: from clean  
> water, to public funding, to civic oversight  > > boards, to climate stability. 
>  > > 
>  > > Ironically, I believe that the program that became planting  
> started with  > > taking responsibility in such a fashion. But we  
> humans can become a bit  > > enamored of our abilities to reshape the  
> world. We can also easily lose  > > track of what the world looks like  
> to others. It's called the "curse of  > > knowledge". It's not  
> malicious, but it can have unintended consequences. 
>  > > 
>  > > And unintended consequences from people who meant the best, using  
> terms  > > like "taming" and "putting to good use", is what reshaped  
> so much of the  > > natural world around us in the past, and left us  
> today with only a few  > > places such as the west slope of Siesta  
> Valley, with the remarkable  > > biodiversity that it has, giving us a  
> rare window on how a local  > > environment predominantly reshaped to  
> our preferences would look instead  > > without human intervention. 
>  > > 
>  > > Gardening such an area removes the chance to discover nature.  
> Where  > > once seeing a plant in a particular place was a clue to the  
> soil, water,  > > and propagation by which which nature governs  
> itself, instead one  > > wonders if it's just where someone thought  
> they knew better than nature. 
>  > > This is particularly tragic in an area that's such a fortuitous   
> > > vestige of native biota. 
>  > > 
>  > > I do remain concerned that EBMUD is still considering adding  
> locally new  > > plants by scattering seeds. For such a superlatively  
> biodiverse area,  > > doing so is bringing coals to Newcastle, at  
> best. Many other areas in  > > the region would benefit much more from  
> such efforts. 
>  > > 
>  > > I am also apprehensive that representations of adherence to  
> established  > > restoration methods, such as developed by the Bradley  
> sisters, were  > > belied by undertaking planting, which is not accepted practice thereof. 
>  > > 
>  > > If EBMUD does wish to add more plants to the west slope of Siesta   
> > > Valley, particularly along the Ridge Trail, including locally new  
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> plants  > > – effectively creating a trail-side botanical garden –  
> then I think such  > > projects should be duly considered, and not  
> pursued by singular impulse. 
>  > > 
>  > > It seems a little odd to feel myself a strong advocate for not doing. 
>  > > Perhaps we're unfamiliar with not-doing as a cause, in our  
> society. But  > > when it comes to nature's health and beauty, a light  
> hand is best, and  > > restraint a worthy cause. 
>  > > 
>  > > Respectfully, 
>  > > Eric Neville 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Eric Neville <oakdpw@eneville.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2019 10:45 AM
To: Michele Hammond; Denise Defreese
Cc: MATTHEW GRAUL; Silva, Mark
Subject: Re: Stewardship methodology?

CAUTION – This email came from outside of EBMUD. Do not open attachments or click on links in 
suspicious emails. 
 
Michele, 
 
I think it's crucial that at least one person from EBRPD join the site visit.  It's obvious based the history of 
communication with EBMUD that if I continue on alone, nothing different will happen.  And one of the critical 
ongoing issues is official statements that contradict what has happened on the ground.  Someone else needs to 
bear witness.  Please contact Mark Silva about scheduling, at 510.287.2035 or mark.silva@ebmud.com.  If 
EBRPD picks a time, in the person of yourself or someone else, I'll be there.  Please advise if and when 
scheduling is concluded, and I will formally reply to EBMUD.  I may have another guest on my account, and 
will need to address such in my reply. 
 
Thank you, 
Eric Neville 
 
 
 
Date:  2019-06-19 10:01:46 
From: Michele Hammond <MHammond@ebparks.org> 
To: Eric Neville <oakdpw@eneville.com>, Denise Defreese <DDefreese@ebparks.org> 
CC: Matthew Graul <MGraul@ebparks.org> 
Subject: Re: Stewardship methodology? 
 >> 
> Hi Eric, 
> I would be happy to answer your questions when I’m back in the office.  
> I don’t have a lot of knowledge of what’s happening in EBMUD Siesta  
> Valley besides the removal of the nonnative Eucalyptus and Monterey  
> pines. I know that Glen Schneider is working on the Skyline Gardens  
> area removing invasive species and allowing the existing natives to recolonize. 
> Please let me know your contact at EBMUD for the site visit and the  
> date and time. If I am available, I will try and attend. I would be  
> interested to learn more about the restoration there. 
> Thank you, 
> Michele 
>  
> Get Outlook for iOS <https://aka.ms/o0ukef> 
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> -- 
> *From:* Eric Neville <oakdpw@eneville.com> 
> *Sent:* Wednesday, June 19, 2019 9:29:23 AM 
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> *To:* Denise Defreese 
> *Cc:* Michele Hammond; Matthew Graul 
> *Subject:* Re: Stewardship methodology? 
> Dear Manager Defreese, 
>  
> I am trying to actually reach a botanist or vegetation manager, but  
> have been struggling through a mire of unanswered email and phones.   
> For the substance of my inquiry, please allow me to refer to the email  
> I wrote up for Botanist Hammond, below.  I would very much appreciate  
> reply without delay and definitely within the week, but I don't want  
> to seem impatient and piss anyone off because I need all the help I  
> can get, as my letter describes. 
>  
> Respectfully, 
> Eric Neville 
>  
>  
>  
> Date:  2019-06-18 08:48:23 
> From: Eric Neville <oakdpw@eneville.com> 
> To: Michele Hammond <mhammond@ebparks.org> 
> CC: 
> Subject: Re: Stewardship methodology? 
>   >> 
>> Dear Botanist Hammond, 
>>  
>> I am concerned that EBMUD and the CNPS (at least in the form of the  
>> East Bay chapter) are defending and continuing with an apparently  
>> casual planting program that has added hundreds of plants already.   
>> These plants are widely distributed species that are nominally  
>> native, but include in many or even most cases plants that are new to  
>> the actual locale, and they have been added to places that include  
>> undisturbed remnant wilderness areas that are as pristine as the  
>> Berkeley Hills still has these days.  I am concerned what this  
>> implies about normalizing such policy on public lands.  I am also  
>> concerned about a cavalier attitude toward the truth that has been  
>> taken so far to justify this policy, including frequent counter-factual assertions. 
>>  
>> I have been invited to join in a site visit, in Siesta Valley, which  
>> occupies the wildland corridor between Tilden and Sibley, as you  
>> probably know.  Unfortunately, EBMUD clearly believes I am an outlier  
>> in my concerns, as evidenced by its negligent approach toward  
>> accuracy of its statements, and the only people EBMUD has proposed  
>> for the site visit are apparently people who have already approved of  
>> the planting program.  If someone else concerned about casual  
>> planting were to accompany me, I think EBMUD would hew a much more  
>> disciplined line as to the truth.  I suggest that such a person would  
>> also find it edifying to see directly what has actually happened on  
>> the ground, and what sort of language has been advanced to support  
>> it.  There is no substitute for first-hand observation, as I am sure you appreciate. 
>>  
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>> I saw a copy of a Power Point presentation that it seems you gave in 
>> 2015 on a planting program for Holocarpha macradenia, the Santa Cruz  
>> tarplant.  It indicates what I would expect for a planting program on  
>> public lands, as well as being the sort of forthcoming and detailed  
>> account befitting such.  It stands in marked contrast to what I have  
>> seen and received regarding the planting in Siesta Valley, which I  
>> have discovered even contradicts published CNPS policy.  However, the  
>> functionality of institutional policy, public or private, requires an  
>> interest in and dedication to the truth by personnel that has been  
>> notably absent in this case. 
>>  
>> Your report on the Holocarpha macradenia planting program leads me to  
>> hope that you might be interested in joining on the site visit.  Or,  
>> perhaps you know of someone else in EBRPD who would be interested in  
>> doing so, even if just for the sake of being on the same page with a  
>> public land partner as to best management practices.  If desired, I  
>> think two members of EBRPD staff could reasonably be accommodated.  I  
>> submit that the site visit and its review of public policy qualifies  
>> as an efficient collective use of public servants' time. 
>>  
>> I can provide further information as desired.  I'd be happy to speak  
>> with you, but we should probably schedule a time, lest we get caught  
>> in phone tag.  I probably need to commit to scheduling in the next  
>> few days.  Please let me know. 
>>  
>> Respectfully, 
>> Eric Neville 
>>  
>>  
>>  
>> Date:  2019-06-12 12:02:04 
>> From: Eric Neville <oakdpw@eneville.com> 
>> To: Michele Hammond <mhammond@ebparks.org> 
>> CC: 
>> Subject: Stewardship methodology? 
>>  >> 
>>> Dear Botanist Hammond, 
>>> 
>>> I have concerns about how some non-EBRPD public land is being  
>>> managed, and I'd like to get an understanding of what model EBRPD  
>>> uses for stewardship.  More particularly, I'd like to get an  
>>> understanding of how EBRPD assesses and monitors wildness, and the  
>>> propriety of restoration and/or preservation of its most biodiverse  
>>> areas.  I understand, for example, that EBRPD has (does?) use data  
>>> from the California Natural Diversity Database.  Are there any  
>>> materials available for use as possible guides for developing land  
>>> management public policy, especially with an eye on identification  
>>> and preservation of wildness and/or biodiversity? 
>>> 
>>> Respectfully, 
>>> Eric Neville 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Hill, Scott
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2019 1:42 PM
To: Silva, Mark
Subject: FW: Skyline Gardens/Siesta Valley letter background

FYI, here’s my response, from the BOD. 
 
Scott Hill 
Manager of Watershed & Recreation 
East Bay Municipal Utility District 
(510)287-2023 
 

From: Hill, Scott  
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2019 1:38 PM 
To: Tognolini, Michael 
Subject: RE: Skyline Gardens/Siesta Valley letter background 
 
Dear Mr. Neville, 
 
Thank you for contacting me and my fellow board members to express your concerns over the Skyline Gardens Project. 
 
The Skyline Gardens Project is a combination botanical survey and restoration project in the Skyline Trail area of the 
Oakland‐Berkeley Hills.  It is a goal of the East Bay Municipal Utility District (District) to maintain and enhance the 
biological resource values on District lands. One objective identified in the East Bay Watershed Management Plan to 
help achieve this goal is to maintain, protect, enhance, and where feasible restore plant and animal communities, 
populations, and species.  We Board members support the Districts biodiversity and ecological management goals and 
the Skyline Gardens Project ongoing botanical restoration efforts. 
 
In closing, we encourage you to volunteer and participate in the Skyline Gardens Project, and engage in the interactive 
opportunity to share your knowledge and passion of the natural environment on this important restoration project.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Marguerite Young 
President, Board of Directors 
East Bay Municipal Utility District           
 
Scott Hill 
Manager of Watershed & Recreation 
East Bay Municipal Utility District 
(510)287-2023 
 

From: Tognolini, Michael  
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2019 11:30 AM 
To: Hill, Scott 
Subject: FW: Skyline Gardens/Siesta Valley letter background 
 
Hi Scott, 
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Could you prepare a draft response for Mr Neville, highlighting the Board’s support for restoration in Skyline 
Gardens, thanking him for his concerns, and inviting him to join the restoration effort? 
Thanks. 
Mike 
 

From: Coate, Alexander  
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2019 11:20 AM 
To: Tognolini, Michael 
Subject: RE: Skyline Gardens/Siesta Valley letter background 
 
Mike – Thank you for the information.  Please ask Scott to respond as you suggest and copy you and me. Then I’ll 
forward to President Young. - Alex 
 

From: Tognolini, Michael  
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2019 10:33 AM 
To: Coate, Alexander 
Subject: Skyline Gardens/Siesta Valley letter background 
 
Hi Alex, 
Below is a summary from Scott Hill related to communications with Mr. Neville.  I believe Mr. Neville is 
expressing concern with technique 6 on the project overview attachment, that the Skyline Gardens project 
includes an element of planting and spreading native seeds.  As Scott says, the restoration methods have been 
vetted and are legitimate.  Would you like a draft response thanking Mr. Neville for his concerns and inviting 
him to join the restoration effort and add his perspective to the program? 
Mike 
 

From: Hill, Scott  
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2019 10:07 AM 
To: Tognolini, Michael 
Subject: FW: Background for today's meeting 
 
Mike, 
 
Here’s a little background information that may help provide some context on Eric Neville.  
 
We first became acquainted with Mr. Neville in 2017 when he started complaining about the fruit sellers at the 
intersection of Fish Ranch Road and Grizzly Peak Boulevard.   His complaints had the same tenor as his complaints about 
Skyline Gardens; i.e. civic responsibility, environmental degradation, societal collapse, etc. 
 
We determined the fruit sellers were not on EBMUD property, informed Mr. Neville and suggest he contact County Code 
Enforcement.  In addition, we have continued to monitor the fruit sellers activity to make sure they are not negatively 
impacting adjacent EBMUD watershed.  However, Mr. Neville has continued to send numerous emails, of the same 
sentiment as expressed in his recent email to our BOD. 
 
Over the past year plus Mr. Neville has contacted had sent several emails and had numerous conversations with Mark 
Silva regarding the native plant restoration efforts underway at Skyline Gardens.  He started with simply inquiring about 
the project restoration methods and techniques and quickly escalated to characterizing the methods as invalid and 
despoiling the natural diversity of the area. 
 
Mr. Neville concerns have  been discussed with the California Native Plant Society (CNPS), both by us and Mr. 
Neville.  The  restoration methods employed by  CNPS have been vetted and are legitimate.  Mr. Neville has been invited 
to participate in the restoration project, whereby he could provide input in the direction and outcome of the restoration 
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efforts.  He has declined all offers to participate, and frequently requests to remain anonymous, or does not want to be 
contacted by other agency officials we have suggested be contacted to help facilitate a resolution.   
 
We have continued to welcome and receive comments from Mr. Neville, it seems that much of his discontentment with 
the Skyline Garden Project  and the fruit seller is ethereal and when it comes to engaging in actual, practicable, solutions 
Mr. Neville does not want to be involved. 
 
Scott                                     
 
Scott Hill 
Manager of Watershed & Recreation 
East Bay Municipal Utility District 
(510)287-2023 
 
From: Glen Schneider   
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2019 9:14 AM 
To: Hill, Scott; Silva, Mark 
Cc: Cynthia Adkisson 
Subject: Background for today's meeting 
 

CAUTION – This email came from outside of EBMUD. Do not open attachments or click on links in suspicious emails.  

 

Hi Scott and Mark, 
 
I think we'll be talking about a couple of topics today: future plans for Skyline Gardens area and concerns about 
our practices there. 
 
As background, I'll attach a couple of things and copy in the only email of concern CNPS has received about the 
project. 
 
1. Skyline Gardens Project overview (attached - short, half a page) - this outlines the six major areas of our 
focus, with a little bit about each, and an estimate of the percent time we spend on each. 
 
2. Bradley method (attached - one page, a quick read) - which outlines our basic restoration approach of 
removing invasives to allow natural increase of native plants 
 
3. Email from Eric Neville, received a few days after I had a conversation with him on the trail.  I'll copy that in 
below. 
 
See you this afternoon, 
 
Glen 
 
---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Eric Neville <natflor13@eneville.com> 
Date: Sun, Apr 14, 2019 at 2:09 PM 
Subject: Restoration best practices? 
To: Janet Gawthrop <  
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Dear Ms. Gawthrop, 
 
I write to you in your capacity as EBCNPS Restoration Project Leader for  
Huckleberry Regional Preserve.  I am concerned about the practices  
recently adopted in the name of restoration in EBMUD's Siesta Valley,  
and I seek your expert opinion, particularly because what I've seen  
there seems to deviate considerably from what I've observed over the  
years in Huckleberry. 
 
Specifically, I am concerned that extensive planting has been  
implemented in what is already very biodiverse habitat, and that the  
experience of nature has been substantially set aside for visibly  
manipulated landscaping efforts of indefinite duration.  I was advised  
that the method being used reflects the knowledge of the Bradley  
sisters.  However, my cursory research indicates that the Bradley system  
is naturalistic, with minimal disturbance, and leans upon  
self-re-establishment of native species, which contradicts the extensive  
planting recently undertaken.  Can you enlighten, as to the Bradley  
method, and adherence thereto in Siesta Valley, or to restoration best  
practices generally? 
 
Yours, 
Eric Neville 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Silva, Mark
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2019 12:11 PM
To: Eric Neville
Subject: RE: Perspective on Siesta Valley for the EBMUD Board

Hi Eric 
 
Thank you for your update. 
 
Mark 
 
Mark Silva 
Ranger Supervisor EBMUD Watershed & Recreation Division|510.287.2035 |925.254.8320 fax 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Eric Neville [mailto:natflor13@eneville.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2019 5:56 AM 
To: Silva, Mark 
Subject: Perspective on Siesta Valley for the EBMUD Board 
 
CAUTION – This email came from outside of EBMUD. Do not open attachments or click on links in 
suspicious emails. 
 
Mark, 
 
I'm thinking that I should probably weigh in with the EBMUD Board, so you're not carrying the weight of 
temperance alone.  Also, as a public agency, the Board should have the benefit of some community perspective 
beyond Glen's. 
 
BTW, along the Ridge Trail in Siesta Valley, someone appeared to have been uprooting some native pacific 
sanicle. 
 
Also, up on the Venusion overlook, where people had been chanting and leaving offerings, someone left a new 
glass vase of flowers, maybe a week back by looks. 
 
Finally, my email to the EBMUD Board references how we can easily lose track of what the world looks like to 
others, and how I think that's integral to the issue.  As an example, about ten feet in from Lomas Contadas, 
there's a tarp decomposing under a few inches of gravel.  I recall it was placed there about a year ago to protect 
the ground from the load of gravel, then piled high.  But now it's getting overgrown by plants, and seeming very 
derelict.  I'm sure it looks normal to Glen's eyes, but I think it gives an appearance of neglect to most people's, 
which can inadvertently encourage casual abuse, like littering. 
 
Best, 
Eric 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Glen Schneider 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2019 11:06 AM
To: Silva, Mark; Hill, Scott
Subject: CNPS response to Eric Neville's query
Attachments: Response to Eric Neville.docx; Skyline Gardens Welcome letter V10.pdf; Bradley 

Method.pdf

CAUTION – This email came from outside of EBMUD. Do not open attachments or click on links in suspicious emails.  

 

Hi Mark and Scott, 
 
Here's a copy of the EB CNPS response to Eric Neville's email of April 14 to Janet Gawthrop, who is the chair 
of restoration projects for EBCNPS. 
 
This was finalized on May 1, and I believe sent out then, with the attachments mentioned.  I'll double check 
with Janet and confirm the date it actually went out . 
 
Best, 
 
Glen 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Eric Neville <natflor13@eneville.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2019 12:16 PM
To: Silva, Mark
Subject: Re: Losing nature around Mahonia Peak

CAUTION – This email came from outside of EBMUD. Do not open attachments or click on links in 
suspicious emails. 
 
Hi Mark, 
 
The fruit sellers are back, by the way, at Fish Ranch and Grizzly Peak.  
I'd suggest that if Sgt. Macfadyen wants to nip things in the bud with minimal hassle, but also respect 
jurisdictional boundaries, he should have officers contact Alameda County Environmental health at 
510-567-6700 when they see the fruit sellers on the Alameda County side.  
  The health department prefers to address violators with a police escort (at least for initial contact).  I suspect a 
little coordination could go a long way. 
- 
 
Have you had a chance to get a map of plantings from Glen, or at least a list?  I noticed multiple other locations 
where it appears he has planted chia, including on the overlook, on which it seems he also planted a phaceclia 
(P. imbricata, I think). 
 
I'm just going to refer to this overlook as the Venutian Overlook, by the way.  I know Glen has stuck his own 
names on all manner of natural features, but I used this name before Glen ever showed up, and I used it because 
the location is a landmark as well as the only place around that Venus thistles grew.  And now the name 
memorializes that this spot was only place where they grew by nature's hand. 
 
Anyways, again, a phacelia is great, but I don't think I ever saw one growing around there before, nor chia.  And 
he's planted them along with grey mule ears and more Venus thistle in a little meadow on the south side of the 
overlook that already has native species like blue dicks, soap plant, popcorn flower, and others.  Even if 
planting were appropriate, his choices seem heavily biased towards charismatic flowers.  What about less-
assuming plants, like California plantain (a critical food source of the Bay Checkerspot butterfly), or Micropus  
or sand pygmyweed, that likely have their own role in the ecosystem? 
 
Meanwhile, there are still scads of invasive thistles all over, if it's just a matter of disposing of surplus labor. 
 
Apologies if this seems a bit negative.  I'm just still getting surprised by how much has been manipulated.  I 
guess there were signs, but I had no sense of the scope of what was afoot. 
- 
 
Finally, I think it was good to get the new sign in about hiking the watershed, at the top of Siesta Valley where 
the new(er) entrance is.  
The relocation makes it much clearer that the rules apply as people enter there. 
 
Best, 
Eric 
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Date:  2019-03-25 18:50:13 
From: Eric Neville <natflor13@eneville.com> 
To: Silva, Mark <mark.silva@ebmud.com> 
CC: 
Subject: Re: Losing nature around Mahonia Peak  >> 
> Hi Mark, 
>  
> Just some followup that might be helpful: 
>  
>  
> *  When I've wanted area introductions to native plants, I've looked  
> to local chapters of the California Native Plant Society.  The East  
> Bay chapter, EBCNPS, regularly has guided walks to see and identify  
> plants (as well as restoration outings) across Alameda and Contra  
> Costa Counties.  The walks are usually easy to engage:  there's just a  
> meeting spot and time listed, and they head out with whomever has  
> shown up; there's no need to commit beforehand or get on a mailing  
> list.  The EBCNPS seems a little split about how to list their events,  
> but I don't see a walk guided by Glen listed in either their online  
> listing or their newsletter listing: 
> http://ebcnps.org/chapter-events-initiatives/field-trips-2/ 
> https://ebcnps.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/March-2019-Bay-Leaf-c.pd 
> f 
>  
> What I do see, in the newsletter under "Restoration Projects Leaders"  
> as well as on the website, is that where everyone else has listed  
> themselves with established place names (e.g. Huckleberry Preserve, or  
> Point Isabel), Glen has listed himself with "Skyline Gardens".  I  
> generally don't see EBMUD or Siesta Valley listed anywhere. 
> https://ebcnps.org/about-us/officers-committees/ 
>  
> I believe Glen is already out there at least twice every week,  
> year-round.  Given how fast spring moves, and how close the location  
> is to population centers, I think he could easily garner a dozen  
> people for a guided walk at least once a month, March through May, if  
> he offers them in the typically accessible and unencumbered manner as  
> other EBCNPS walks. 
>  
>  
> *  In addition to planting baby blue eyes and Venus thistle, and  
> apparently also California poppy, it looks to me that he has planted  
> chia (Salvia columbariae) around the old bench overlooking Siesta  
> Valley from the north.  I still don't think this is a complete list of  
> plantings.  It might be useful to ask Glen for map of everything that  
> he's planted so far, as well as submission of a plan for all proposed  
> planting. 
>  
>  
> *  Glen has put online his "Skyline Gardens plantlist".  On the right  
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> side of the spreadsheet, you can see where he's marked and counted  
> whether a species is found on the Ridge/Skyline Trail, off it, or in  
> Siesta Valley.  About two thirds of the plants are on the Trail.   The  
> grey button (not the picture) has the latest list. 
> https://www.skylinegardens.org/plant-lists 
>  
>  
> *  I see that Dianne Lake is the EBCNPS Unusual Plants Committee Chair.  
> Perhaps she would be a good person to ping on how Glen's methods jibe  
> with others at EBCNPS. 
>  
> Unusual Plants 
> Dianne Lake, Chair 
>  

 
> https://ebcnps.org/about-us/officers-committees/ 
>  
>  
> *  It might be good to temper activities a bit by involving another  
> EBCNPS expert or restoration leader in Siesta Valley, and/or having  
> Glen direct his prodigious planting inclinations into an area that  
> actually warrants that sort of effort, be it EBMUD, EBRPD, or otherwise. 
>  
>  
> *  If you would, please pass along my contact info to the woman who  
> first told you about the Venus thistles on the overlook (was it a  
> Tomea Marg?).  It'd be helpful to be able to compare notes on what's  
> around and the passage of time. 
>  
>  
> Best, 
> Eric 
>  
>  
>  
> Date:  2019-03-21 16:21:20 
> From: Silva, Mark <mark.silva@ebmud.com>  > 
>> Hi Eric 
>> 
>> I just got back in the office. I really would like to speak to you  
>> more about this. Let me know what is a good time to call or meet with  
>> you. 
>> I work Tuesdays- Fridays 5:30-4:00pm. 
>> 
>> Mark 
>> 
>> Mark Silva 
>> Ranger Supervisor EBMUD Watershed & Recreation 
>> Division|510.287.2035 |925.254.8320 fax 
>> 
>> -----Original Message----- 
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>> From: Eric Neville [mailto:natflor13@eneville.com] 
>> Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2019 9:38 AM 
>> To: Silva, Mark 
>> Subject: Losing nature around Mahonia Peak 
>> 
>> CAUTION – This email came from outside of EBMUD. Do not open  
>> attachments or click on links in suspicious emails. 
>> 
>> Mark, 
>> 
>> I write with concern about a sensitive subject: I fear that Glen is  
>> getting carried away with reshaping our shared public land. I don't  
>> want to upset him with confrontation, but I'm worried about letting  
>> things go further unchecked. 
>> 
>> I noticed that another bench has been installed. That's about a bench  
>> every quarter mile now, in the EBMUD section of the Ridge Trail. For  
>> comparison, it's two miles further south before another bench is  
>> found on the Trail, at Sibley headquarters, and this longer spacing  
>> is representative of the rest of the Trail in the East Bay Hills  
>> (Which Tom Stienstra recently selected as one of the 30 outdoor spots  
>> to see in the greater Bay Area). This latest bench, near Fish Ranch  
>> Road, doesn't even seem like a particularly good spot for seating,  
>> either: it's close to parking, and in the middle of a meadow.  
>> Moreover, I've only seen one of the benches Glen has added used ever, and that one rarely. 
>> 
>> I'm also recently aware that Glen transplanted baby blue eyes into  
>> the Mahonia Peak area. Now, I do love baby blue eyes, but this one  
>> action (or whatever was the first, if I don't know of it) changes his  
>> plant list, or any plant list that someone else might now work on  
>> here, from a nature survey to a garden inventory. 
>> 
>> As a matter of fact, he seems to have transformed the public natural  
>> resource, under EBMUD stewardship, substantially into a "Skyline  
>> Gardens" entity that he runs: 
>> https://www.skylinegardens.org/ 
>> 
>> This moniker is even how the area is becoming publicly identified: 
>> https://www.berkeleyside.com/2018/04/19/volunteer-group-breathes-new- 
>> life-into-a-neglected-local-hill-trail 
>> 
>> 
>> I think the fact that he's dubbed the area "Skyline Gardens" shows  
>> how he thinks of it as land to be remade to man's preferences, as  
>> opposed to, say, "the Mahonia Peak nature area". 
>> 
>> I'm only now aware that he transplanted Venus thistles from the  
>> promontory overlooking Highway 24, to near the wooden bench that  
>> overlooks Siesta Valley from the north. That promontory was,  
>> previously, the only spot for miles around that Venus thistles grew  
>> on (to my knowledge). For botanical reference, Venus thistles are  
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>> widely distributed across California, so planting them in another  
>> spot in Siesta Valley is not a matter of providing a backup to an  
>> endangered single population, as with Baker's larkspur or San Bruno  
>> Mountain manzanita. The concern that arises is that the fact that  
>> those rather striking blossoms previously grew locally only on that  
>> one spot had served as a dramatic indicator of the natural importance  
>> of that spot, or spots of geologic distinction generally. Maybe  
>> there's another plant (or fungus? or animal?) that only lives there,  
>> but has yet to be discovered? Transplanting Venus thistles to other  
>> locations blunts nature's message about the importance and  
>> vulnerability of life's diversity across varied land. 
>> 
>> Moreover, when people see those Venus thistles growing by that bench,  
>> or the baby blue eyes where they now are, instead of it meaning  
>> something about how nature expresses itself, it's just seeing a patch  
>> of plants that some guy planted there. It means a loss of space  
>> "untrammeled by man", as inspired the likes of the National Parks or the Wilderness Act. 
>> 
>> Meanwhile, the steep Ridge Trail section (which I've previously  
>> talked 
>> about) that's just east of the Fish Ranch Road crossing, is now so  
>> rutted from mismanaged street runoff that hikers have recently beaten  
>> down a parallel path through virgin grass to bypass it. That's the  
>> sort of issue where I think attention out there should be directed. 
>> 
>> I know Glen means well. I'm just worried that he's gotten so involved  
>> with changing things in what he's come to see as his personal  
>> gardening sandbox that he's lost sight of nature, and the greater  
>> good promised through public lands, in their various incarnations,  
>> including letting nature be nature. Going back 150 years, people then  
>> were also convinced they were making things better by chopping down  
>> redwoods so massive that they blotted the sun from the sky, or by  
>> putting "useless" wetlands to the till across the Central Valley.  
>> It's time and loss that have highlighted the value of just letting  
>> nature alone in some precious places. I'm sure that whatever kept  
>> places like the east slope of Mahonia Peak, the south shore of  
>> Briones Reservoir, or the east slope in Huckleberry Preserve, free  
>> from human manipulation in the past is why they're rich testaments to  
>> nature's beauty today. Perhaps Glen himself might lament seeing an  
>> area he had thought of as natural showing instead so many  
>> fingerprints of manipulation, if someone else were doing the manipulating. 
>> 
>> There's a website that I often look at that lists what's blooming now  
>> in Henry Coe State Park: 
>> https://coepark.net/blooming?start=20 
>> 
>> It's a nice way to get a quick check on the season's progress,  
>> especially if you're stuck behind a digital screen but entertaining  
>> notions of getting out. However, Coe is quite a ways south, and  
>> inland, so that list has limited relevance, locally. 
>> 
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>> To be clear, I think Glen should be reined in from recasting nature  
>> in this Mahonia Peak area. Please, no more benches, or other  
>> contrivances of "civilization" that reel back the escape to nature.  
>> It'd probably also be proper to establish some sort of plan on when  
>> the scores of landscaping flags and other markers will be dialed  
>> back, especially close to the trail, where so many of them are. How  
>> much changing will be enough? We have so few pockets of wilderness left within easy reach. 
>> 
>> But if removing invasive species isn't enough to occupy his time,  
>> maybe his industriousness could be redirected towards observing, and  
>> posting online what's blooming. Or, maybe he could document blooming  
>> times for science, feeding into climate research. 
>> 
>> I don't pretend to have the one answer here, but I do feel a weight  
>> of responsibility as probably the one person who's out there with  
>> enough frequency and memory to have the most perspective on how much  
>> things are being changed, and what's being lost. That also adds to  
>> the complexity of the situation, because I don't want jeopardize  
>> Glen's willingness to talk to me about what he's up to. 
>> 
>> I'm sure I'm coming across rather a strongly. It's a matter of  
>> accrued changes, being upset to run across a number of them in short  
>> order, and wondering how much else has been changed that I haven't yet learned of. 
>> 
>> If you'd rather follow up on the phone or in person, I'm happy to do so. 
>> 
>> Yours, 
>> Eric 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Glen Schneider 
Sent: Tuesday, July 3, 2018 3:39 PM
To: Glen Schneider
Subject: Skyline Report July 3: Thursday and Sunday this week; Poppies and seeds

Dear Skyliners, 
 
Besides mopping up thistles and wild oats, we've been lately focusing on the dreaded Burr Chervil 
(Torilis).  These stickery devils are also known as Sock Destroyer, Velcro Plant and you name it.  I think we've 
all spent too much time pulling these little rascals off of our clothes and gloves.   
 
Right now, these seeds are still well attached to their stems, so we can gather big bouquets of them without the 
seeds falling off. We make piles of these bouquets and then stuff the works deep in the shade of the Bays, where 
there's not enough light to sustain them, once it rains.  In this manner, we've completely cleaned them out of the 
Yampah Bowl area, the lower part of the Euc grove below the tower, and pretty much the entire shoulder of the 
the Skyline Trail itself.  This work really qualifies for combat pay - so hats off to us!  
 
Now it's on to Scattergrass and defending our gains of the past two years the Bay Grove.  Because Wednesday 
is the 4th of July, we'll be going out this week on Thursday at 3pm and Sunday, 9:30 am as usual.  Please let 
me know if you can make it.  
 
We've also been collecting seeds for next season's plantings.  Poppies have been big winners this year, and we 
have plenty of open ground for them come the rains. So let's look more closely at Poppies and how they go 
about it. 
 
We'll start with the flowers. 
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There's someone else in this flower, and this someone is Yellow-faced Bumblebee (Bombus 
vosnesenskii).  These native bees are one of the main pollinators of our Poppies.  They scramble around the 
boss of stamens in the center, gathering pollen, a rich source of protein.  The bees mix pollen grains with their 
'saliva' and paste these dabs on to their 'pollen baskets,' which are widened areas on their hind legs.  In this shot, 
you can clearly see a large, orange pollen basket right there on the bee.   
 
All this crawling moves some pollen around  and some lands on the tip of the ovary organ (stigma) which will 
begin fertilization.  Here's the beginnings of that: 
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Here we have the just-fertilized Poppy.  The petals have just fallen off and we can see the beginnings of the 
seed pod.  At the tip you can see an orange, curlicue part - that's the stigma with some orange pollen.  Below the 
tiny seed pod is a pink ring.  That's called the receptacle, and the large, pink receptacle is diagnostic for 
California Poppy. 
 
In a couple of weeks, this tiny seed pod will grow to a long, beaked structure.  Here are several: 
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One of these, as we shall soon see, can hold up to a hundred seeds.  At this point, the seeds inside are still green 
and not fully ripe.  The shape of these California Poppy seed pods are also quite distinct.  Most poppies have 
turret-like seed pods, but ours and one other native, the yellow Bush Poppy, have the long, slim pods, which 
shows their close evolutionary connection. 
 
With time, these pods will turn brown and snap open, throwing seeds all asunder.  Then, the pods will fall to the 
ground like this: 
 

 
 
All these slim crescents are halves of Poppy seed pods. (Thanks to Mike for this photo.) 
 
But if we catch a pod just before it splits open, here's is what we'll see: 
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The seeds are all lined up in a row inside (under a 20 X scope).  When the seeds are nice and black, they are 
mature and ready to gather. 
 
Here are a few of them:  
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They are round, but very rough.  Some still have a flaky, crusty coating.  Hello, Poppy seeds. 
 
Those we have gathered will sit in envelopes in a cool room.  We'll plant them in late August, in flats, to give 
them a head start. 
 
Otherwise, they will lie on the ground and get a good baking.  The oily embryo inside will be protected from 
drying by the thick seed coat.  Some will be eaten by birds and small mammals.  And some will make it. 
 
Either way, within five days of water or rain, up they will come: 
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These little sprouts are ten days old.  The seed leaves (or cotyledons) of our California Poppies are forked 
'snakes tongues', very distinctive.  In the center you can see the first true leaves emerging.  This, too, shall come 
to pass. 
 
As we settle in to this dry season, the quiet time for lowland California, let us not forget that wonders lie 
waiting. 
 
Happy Trails, 
 
Glen 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Glen Schneider 
Sent: Friday, June 8, 2018 8:57 AM
To: Glen Schneider
Subject: Skyline Report June 7: Going out on Sunday; seed collecting time

Dear Skyliners, 
 
Last Sunday, we cut a huge new swath of Italian thistle in the swale on the way to Barberry Peak.  Because of 
this late spring, we were able to cut them in good time, so we can expand the project in this area.  After the 
rains, we will spray vinegar on the thistle seedlings and we we will be well on our way.  On Wednesday, we cut 
the resprouts on Wild Oats in the Plateau area near the Bay Grove. It's the work of the ants, and we're making 
steady, heartening progress.   
 
We'll be out again on Sunday, 9:30, Siesta Gate.  Please let me know if you can make it.  
 
As the land dries out, the plants are now setting seeds.  We have started collecting native seeds for our 
restoration plantings in the fall.  In the areas we have cleared on the high ridge terraces, there is now lots of 
open ground where we have removed bushels of invasive annuals.  Now we make plans for the native annuals 
to take their place.  
 
Purple Owl's Clover (Castilleja exerta) is one of our top candidates.  Let's take a closer look at them and the 
seeds they make. 
 
To start off, here they are, flowering in April: 
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These are one of our Top Ten wildflowers.  Who doesn't love them?  Most of the color comes from the purple-
pink bracts, which are really just bright colored leaves.  The  flowers themselves are the little, white "owl's 
faces" peeking out from the colored leaves.  (Thanks to Angela for this photo.) 
 
Time marches on.  Bees come for nectar and pollinate the flowers.  The land dries out, and seeds 
develop.  Yesterday, we gathered some of these drying stalks and put them in a paper bag.  We hope we got 
some seeds.  One of the stalks looks like this: 
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Brown, thick, and slightly twisted, these are easy to spot on the grassy slopes, as they grow in distinctive 
patches.  Looking closely at this mature stalk, we can see an amber-colored, beak-shaped seed capsule at the 
lower left.  This pod has already split open and cast out its seeds.  Those seeds are now lying on the ground on 
the south slope of Barberry Peak, starting their long summer bake. 
 
Further up the stalk, there are greener seed capsules, where the seeds are still in formation.  Here is one of those 
developing capsules, split open by hand, under a 20 power microscope: 
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Here, we can see both halves.  The stem would attach at the lower right.  Looking closely, we can see the seeds, 
each seemingly within a net-like structure.  Some of them got a bit scrambled in the dissection, but in the upper 
half, we can see some of the seeds still lined up on the central placenta, like a row of little, nursing 
piglets.  These seeds are still pretty green, and probably not viable. 
 
But in the bottom of our paper bag, where we have harvested more mature seed stalks, there is a fine, brownish 
powder.  Could those be good seeds?  Let's put this under the scope and take a closer look: 
 

 
 
Oh, my goodness .... what have we here?  Look, each seed is held in a net of fine lace.  What 
workmanship!  Who would have imagined all this - worlds within worlds.  And what a bounty! 
 
Think what this means for next year. 
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Happy Trails, 
 
Glen 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Glen Schneider 
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2018 11:57 AM
To: Glen Schneider
Subject: Skyline Report Feb 14: Channel 5 TV (CBS) to film us on Sunday at Skyline; more 

wildflowers

Dear Skyliners, 
 
Last Wednesday, we watered some of our new plantings, just to be safe.  They were all doing fine, but rain is 
still a ways off.  The National Weather Service says normal rainfall patterns should return in March and April.  
 
On Sunday, we had a full crew of 15 people out and we weeded the whole south slope below the Magic 
Gates.  We had earlier sprayed there twice with vinegar and eliminated upwards of ten thousand weedy thistle 
seedlings.  Now it was time for hands and knees, and many eyes and hands got the whole job done 
there.  Welcome to Debora, Ben, and Lisa. 
 
We'll be out again Sunday from 9:30 to 1.  And here's some news:  the Skyline Gardens Project is going to 
be featured on Channel 5 (CBS) TV. They will film our Sunday workday as part of their Jefferson 
Public Service Awards series, which every week honors a person and a project (that's us!) for 
outstanding public service. They will be filming us for segments on both KPIX TV and KCBS Radio. 
 
We are hoping for a strong turnout this Sunday to help us showcase the work we do and to highlight 
the importance of restoring native habitats. Please let me know if you can make it.  
 
With this burst of warm weather, more and more wildflowers are popping out. Here's an early bird 
Mule's Ears (Wyethia helenoides) last Sunday: 
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In my book, these are just the very best. They normally bloom later in March, but this is a really sunny 
south slope and the weather's been really warm. We saw this one in bud last Wednesday and 
guessed it might be open on Sunday - as long as a hungry rabbit or deer didn't first enjoy a tasty bite . 
So far, so good, and more buds on the way here. Thanks to Cynthia A. for this shot. 
 
The Leatherwood are blooming again in the woods . Here's a shot of one in glorious full bloom, along 
the trail south of the Steam Trains Gate: 
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Western Leatherwood (Dirca occidentalis) is a rare shrub in the Daphne family. They grow only in the 
hills around the SF Bay and nowhere else on the planet. Skyline Gardens has one of the best trailside 
populations. They are deciduous shrubs (lose their leaves in winter) and so all the more beautiful 
when the flower buds open up. If you're in the area, they are worth a visit - just 5 minutes south of the 
Steam Trains entry to Skyline Gardens. Trillium are starting to peek out there, too, and will soon be 
blooming. (Thanks to Cynthia P. for this shot.) 
 
With all these flowers coming out, our totem Silver Lupine (Lupinus albifrons) couldn't wait to join the 
parade. And the funniest thing, well, see for yourself: 
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Now isn't that a match made in heaven? Thanks to Laurie, for catching this one.  
 
Happy Trails, 
 
Glen 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Glen Schneider <
Sent: Friday, February 9, 2018 9:04 AM
To: Glen Schneider
Subject: Skyline report Feb 9: We're on for Sunday; our 'poster' at CNPS Conference

Dear Skyliners, 
 
With this stretch of warm weather, lots of buds and shoots coming out at Skyline; and lots of butterflies all of a 
sudden.  The Leatherwood should be in bloom on the trail section below the Steam Trains. 
 
Last Sunday we continued weeding above the Water Tank for Euphorbia and Thistles.  Thanks to Cynthia and 
Bob for leading the day; and welcome to Molly. 
 
On Wednesday, we went over to the Plateau area and watered the little starts we had planted ten days 
before.  They were all doing fine, by the way; there is still lots of moisture under the surface.  Nevertheless, we 
watered them just to be on the safe side.  Welcome to Sonja, Diane, and Jack. 
 
We'll be out again on Sunday at 9:30 - weeding and last plantings up on Barberry Peak.  Please let me know if 
you can make it. 
 
For this weeks sharing, I have attached a link to the Skyline Gardens 'poster' that our local East Bay chapter of 
the Native Plant Society presented at the triennial statewide CNPS conference.  This was held last weekend in 
LA.  Beth Wurzburg, our chapter President, and Jim Hanson, conservation chair, were both there to present the 
poster.  I wanted to share it in our newsletter, as it tells quite a story of our project - botany, restoration, 
activism.  Here's a quick screen shot: 
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To see the full poster, you'll need to click on the icon below and download it, as it's too big to send via email. 
 
Happy trails, 
 
Glen 
 

To help protect your privacy, 
Micro so ft Office prevented  
auto matic downlo ad o f this  
picture from the Internet.

 Skyline-Gardens-Poster-v4-final.pdf 
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Pryor, Carolyn

From: Glen Schneider 
Sent: Wednesday, January 10, 2018 11:39 AM
To: Glen Schneider
Subject: Skyline Report Jan 10: Regular days; we're planting, at last!!

Dear Skyliners, 
 
Whoo-boy, that was some rain we just had.  We got over 4 inches at Skyline, and the timing was perfect.  Last 
Sunday (the day before the rain), a good group turned out and we did our final prep and first restoration 
plantings of native plant starts (more below).  Welcome to Jennifer. 
 
We'll be out regular days this week: Wednesday 2 - 5 and Sunday 9:30 to 1. Sunday will be our main planting 
days for January.  Please let me know if you can make it. 
 
We have grown some 600 native plant starts this year, all from seeds we collected at Skyline Gardens.  This 
keeps the plant genetics pure for that area.  This is the gold standard for restoration projects: local plants grown 
from locally collected seed. 
 
To prepare each area for planting, we carefully spray vinegar (5% generic distilled white vinegar) to kill the 
seedlings of Italian Thistle and other invasives .  We spray early in the season, following the first rains, when 
the seeds of the invasives are just sprouting, but while the native perennials are either dormant or very small, so 
the natives are protected.  As the natives emerge, we hand weed around the collar of each plant.  Then we are 
ready for planting. 
 
Here's a ready to go section of the High Ridge Terrace near Barberry Peak: 
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In this shot I can see California Poppies, Soap Root, Buckwheat, Purple Needle Grass, California Rice Grass 
(Melic), Blue Dicks and about ten species of lichen on the rocks.  We carefully spray and hand weed around the 
rocks to preserve the lichens.  Some of the larger lichens at the lower left could be 50 years old.  The brownish 
and open areas have been sprayed and weeded, to clear out the invasives. 
 
We sowed our seeds at the end of August.  Now they are ready to plant out.  Here's some of them on site 
Sunday: 
 

   
 
Here, from left to right are Cobweb Thistle (the big, red native one), California Phacelia, June Grass, and Chia 
(black four-inch pot).  I am holding a Phacelia in a yellow stubby tube, which is about four inches deep.   
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We will plant each species in the spots that match their habits.  For example, Chia grows on a hot, rocky south-
facing slope.  California Phacelia favors a more protected western to north-facing slope.   
 
Then we plant: 
 

 
 
Here's Dan and Mike planting a Phacelia and a native thistle. 
 
Here's a close-up of a Cobweb (native) thistle, planted: 
 

 
 
We thought this little pocket between two rocks would be a good place to gather extra water runoff from the 
rocks and would help protect the young plant from gophers.  (We shall see about that.)  Then we mark each new 
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plant with a colored stick (yellow here, seen from above) so we will know not to weed or spray it in the future - 
we hope!!!  Special thanks to Cynthia for all these photos. 
 
Finally, we give each small plant a dollop of water, just enough to settle in the soil around the roots; from then 
on, it's rainfall only, from here to eternity.  They are on their own. 
 
Good luck, little ones. 
 
Happy Trails, 
 
Glen 




